JBL rndustnal series loudspeakers

are designed

for a variety of

distributed sound applications rncludrng noise masking, paging, and music reproduction. The speakers offer wide drspersion, excellent

power capacity, and unmatched

rntelligibrlity.

Additionally, the speakers may be ordered in a wide range of
configurations to match the requirements of virtually any
installation.
L

Each speaker features a rugged frame fabricated

of heavy-

gauge steel as well as a cold-formed back plate that improves
magnetic circuit performance. Aluminum voice coil forms are
utilized for improved power handling and reliability. Supplementing the loudspeakers
age transformer

are the 9315HT high quality dual volt-

and the WB8 white metal ceiling baffle.

Built to traditional JBL standards of quality and precision, the
loudspeakers are subjected to stringent environmental tests to
ensure that the materials and adhesives will stand up to longterm use under even the most adverse conditions.

Model 8130H Duarcone Full Range Transducer
Architectural

Specifications

The loudspeaker

shall have a nominal diameter of 200 mm

(8 in), overall depth not greater than 74 mm (2.9 in) and weigh
at least 1 kg (2.2 lb). The magnetic assembly shall utilize a ferrite magnet with a nominal weight of 283 g (10 oz). The voice coil
shall be 25 mm (1 in) in diameter and shall be made of two layers of round copper wire operating

in a magnetic field of not less

than 1.l T (11,000 gauss). High frequencies shall be reproduced by a secondary cone attached directly to the voice coil
former.
Performance
as follows:

specifications

Measured sensitivity

of a typical production

unit shall be

(SPL at 1 m (3.3 ft) with 1 W input, swept

500 Hz-2.5 kHz) shall be at least 97 dB on axis and 95 dB 45
degrees off axis. As an indication of electromechanical
conversion efficiency, the BI product shall be 6.3 newtons per ampere.
The half-space

reference efficiency shall be 1.9%. Usable fre-

quency response shall extend from 30 Hz to 20 kHz. On-axis
response, measured at a distance of 1.8 m (6 ft) or more under
hemispherical free-field conditions, shall be 2 4 dB from 100
Hz to 10 kHz. Acoustic loading shall further extend the low frequency response.
power capacity

Nominal impedance

shall be 8 ohms. Rated

shall be at least 40 W normal program material.

The transducer shall be the JBL Model 8130H. Other loudspeakers will be considered for equivalency provided that
submitted

data from a recognized

verify that the above performance

independent
specifications

test laboratory
are met.

Please note: the 8130H speaker, 8130HTspeaker with transformer,
and 8130HlWB speaker wtth transformer and baffle attached are all
bulk-packed in quantrtresof 16. They must therefore be ordered in multiples of 16.
JSL continually engages in research related to product improvement.
New materials production
methods. and design refinements are introduced into existing products without notice as a row
tine expression of that philosophy. For this reason. any current JBL product may differ in some
respect from Its published description but will always equal or exceed the original design speciflcations unless otherwise stated
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